Little Smiles
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Request from Sri Lanka for
contributions from your kind heart.
5TK.CPMC
For more than 25 years the people in Sri
Lanka struggled because of war. It is finally
over now. However, there are more than
260,000 people who lost everything in this
heavy fight and now are living in refugee
camps in the North. In these camps, water,
food, and medication are limited, but the temperature is over 100F in these sandy places.
One out of 75 lost his/her home. This is Sri
Lanka’s real situation. (2009/5)
During this war, so many people were hurt. This endless
war brought suicide bomb attacks, air bombs, shelling,
and civilians were used as human shields and running
here and there in fear. Many of them lost loved ones and
their homes and hometowns were destroyed. Instead of
wonderful memories that children should have, they have
sad and terrible memories of having seen too much of
the horrors of war. They are in the camps with little
more than their sad memories. There are more than
80,000 children in the camps.
We have started a project to give the
message, “There are many people who
care about you We care.” We would
like to help children who are now in
refugee camps. A small Japanese
NGO, Action for Peace, Capability and
Sustainability (APCAS), and Surangani
Voluntary Services (SVS) are working
together on this joint project.
We are putting together individual kits,
called “Little Smile Pack,” for as many
of these children as we can.
One kit costs about $5 and includes a carrying bag, drinking cup, comb and mirror,
soap and soap container, towel, toothbrush, toothpaste, crayons and drawing book,
picture book, balloons, Pebbles chocolates, and samaposya (nutritious mixed grains).
We hope these little gifts will make the children feel happy even in these crowded
camps. We are doing what we can to bring a smile to the children caught in this mess
and to help increase their hopes for a happier future.
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Your participation is a great support to the children.
Please join us in our efforts.
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Thank you.

